#4 Bent Bar @ 10"  
1" expanded polystyrene  
2" min.  
15" max.  
1/2" cl.  
1 1/2" cl.  
2 1/2" cl.  
2' 0"  
45° chamfer  

Top of reinforced concrete moment slab  

#8 Bent Bar @ 10"  

PCCP  

Tie bars  

#8 Bent Bar @ 10"  

Subbase for PCCP  
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REINFORCED-CONCRETE-MOMENT-SLAB PAY LIMITS  

8'-0" or shoulder width, whichever is greater.  

1'-6"  

NOTES  

1 See Standard Drawing E 706-MSRW-10 for reinforcing-bar diagrams and General Notes.  

2 See Standard Drawing E 706-BRSF-02 for concrete railing type FT details.  

3 Construction joint type A. See Standard Drawing E 702-CJTA-01 for details.  
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